Correct placement of turbines in a wind farm is a critical issue in wind farm design optimisation. While traditional "trial and error"-based approaches suffice for small layouts, automated approaches are required for larger wind farms with turbines numbering in the hundreds. In this paper we propose an evolutionary strategy with a novel mutation operator for identifying wind farm layouts that minimise expected velocity deficit due to wake effects. The mutation operator is based on constructing a predictive model of velocity deficits across a layout so that mutations are inherently biased towards better layouts. This makes the operator informed rather than randomised. We perform a comprehensive evaluation of our approach on five challenging simulated scenarios using a simulation approach acceptable to industry [1]. We then compare our algorithm against two baseline approaches including the Turbine Displacement Algorithm [2]. Our results indicate that our informed mutation approach works effectively, with our approach identifying layouts with the lowest aggregate velocity deficits on all five test scenarios.
Introduction
lenge, and those are the high dimensionality of layouts (for example, a 500-fraction of the search space can be explored in a reasonable amount of time.
48
In this paper, we propose and evaluate a new algorithm for solving the 49 wind farm layout optimisation problem. The algorithm is inspired by the 50 idea of searching using an evolutionary algorithm (EA) that has an informed 51 mutation operator [10] , in comparison to a typical evolutionary approach 52 that uses an uninformed or randomised operator. In theory, informed opera-53 tors have a higher probability of making improvements whereas uninformed 54 operators have no such bias. The former should therefore help an EA reach 55 a better quality solution more readily than the latter.
56
The cost of using an informed operator, however, is that it is more com-57 plex than an uninformed operator, and this typically makes the operator 58 problem-specific. In other words, the informed operator can only be used for 59 solving the wind farm layout optimisation problem. In this research, we use 60 machine learning as a basis for making our mutation operator informed.
61
Previously, we have already conducted a preliminary investigation of this 62 approach vs. an identical approach that uses an uninformed mutation oper-63 ator [11] . The results were positive when evaluated on a set of benchmark 64 problems, and therefore in the current paper we continue our investigation 
116
If a turbine lies in the wake of more than one other turbines, then the 117 velocity deficits aggregate [1] . This may result in some turbines having a 118 very high velocity deficit compared to others.
119
The calculation is also complicated by the fact that turbines will experi- 
Simulation of Wind Farms
The 
144
The time complexity of this model is O(n 2 d) where n is the number of 145 turbines in the layout and d is the number of wind directions considered.
146
The n 2 term arises because wake effects between every single pair of turbines 147 must be calculated individually, which is quadratic in the number of turbines.
148
The constant factor d specifies the fidelity of the simulation. The current state-of-the-art algorithm in the literature for optimising a 158 wind farm layout is the turbine displacement algorithm (TDA) proposed by 159 Wagner [2] . In essence, TDA is a very simple local search algorithm that 160 moves one random turbine at a time before evaluating the modified layout.
161
If the modified layout is at least as good as the original layout, then the 162 algorithm keeps the modified layout and discards the original. In this way,
163
beneficial modifications accumulate and the layout is gradually optimised.
164
The choice of moving one turbine at a time was made chiefly because is also a highly effective algorithm when compared to other approaches, even 171 if the algorithmic speedup is not employed.
172
In fact, in two recent extensive evaluations, both Wagner [2] and Wilson 173 et al. [13] found that TDA outperformed all other approaches including 174 genetic algorithms, particle swarm optimisation, and developmental models The interestingness of TDA lies in its heuristic for shifting each turbine.
178
Because wake effects are reduced with distance, the algorithm makes the We note that inverting the displacement vector with probability p actually for this is that sometimes closer groups of turbines actually increase a farm's overall power output [2] . The value of p should typically be set to a small 195 value.
196
We also note that the TDA algorithm as originally published has the Finally, we note that TDA algorithm is not a "random walk" through 
An Evolutionary Strategy with Informed Mutation

213
We now describe our new approach to optimising wind farm layouts. 
Local Neighbourhood Definition
215
The approach presented in this research builds on the notion of a turbine's 216 K nearest neighbours being important. We also follow the same basic pattern 217 of the TDA approach in that one turbine is moved at a time, and the layout 218 is evaluated after every move.
219
However, rather than using TDA's heuristic approach of computing a dis- Figure 2 , its neighbouring turbines n 1 , n 2 and n 3 . Our definition of t's neighbourhood is the following:
229
• the absolute (x, y) position of t on the layout, and
230
• the relative locations of t's neighbours n 1 , n 2 and n 3 with respect to t, 231 sorted in ascending order of distance from t.
232
Differentiating between absolute and relative location information is impor- 
Predictive Model Building Algorithm
248
Once the neighbourhood representation is determined, the next step in 249 our proposed approach builds a predictive model of velocity deficits across 250 the layout. In essence, this is achieved by first of all evaluating the layout so 251 that the velocity deficits for each turbine are available. The velocity deficits 252 are then converted into wake free ratios by subtracting the deficit from one, 253 and these wake free ratios will be used as regression targets for the predictive 254 model. The conversion from velocity deficit to wake free ratio is a convenience 255 that converts the optimisation problem from one of minimisation to one of 256 maximisation.
257
Next we calculate the neighbourhood configurations (i.e. the absolute and 258 relative locations discussed above) for each and every turbine in the layout,
259
and label each configuration with the central turbine's wake free ratio. Once 260 this is achieved, we can build the predictive model.
261
Input: turbine positions T = {(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), . . . }, wake free ratios W = {w 1 , w 2 , . . . }, neighbourhood size K begin /* start with an empty dataset with dimensionality that is a function of K */ D ← create empty dataset(K); /* iterate over every turbine in the layout */ foreach turbine position (x i , y i ) ∈ T do /* get the K nearest neighbours of the current turbine */ knn ← k nearest neighbours(T, K, (x i , y i )); /* calculate the angle and distance of each neighbour from the current turbine
; end /* sort the neighbours into ascending order of distance and then add the neighbourhood configuration to D */ sort by distance(knn); ex ← create example(
add example(D, ex); end /* learn the model given the labelled dataset */ P ← build model(D); /* done --return the newly built model */ return P end Algorithm 1: Model building algorithm. It is assumed that each turbine has an associated wake free ratio, i.e. |T | = |W |.
More formally, Algorithm 1 shows pseudocode used to construct the 262 model. In our approach, we use polar coordinates (i.e. an angle and a 263 distance) to encode relative location information. This makes the sorting 264 step of the algorithm easier because the distances are explicit and do not 265 need to be calculated.
266
The algorithm is also not specific about the particular predictive model 267 used. Essentially, any predictive model capable of regression is appropriate.
268
Input: turbine positions T = {(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), . . . }, wake free ratios W = {w 1 , w 2 , . . . }, number of samples N , predictive model P begin /* select the worst turbine out of the entire layout */ i ← index of turbine with lowest wf r(W ); /* randomly select the first sample */ (x best , y best ) ← random valid location(); w best ← predict wf r(T, P, (x best , y best )); /* select N-1 more samples (note that this loop will not execute if N=1) */ for j = 2 . . . N do (x, y) ← random valid location(); w ← predict wf r(T, P, (x, y)); /* always keep the best sample */ if w > w best then (x best , y best ) ← (x, y); w best ← w; end end /* shift the worst turbine to the best predicted point from amongst the samples */ T ← move turbine(T, i, (x best , y best )); /* return the updated list of turbine positions */ return T end Algorithm 2: Informed Mutation Operator algorithm.
Informed Mutation Operator
269
We now turn to a description of our informed mutation operator. The model to predict what the turbine's wake free ratio would be at that point.
282
The sampled location with the highest prediction is the one that the turbine 283 is actually shifted to. 
Final Evolutionary Strategy
295
The final algorithm (depicted as Algorithm 3) that we are presenting 296 in this paper is now described. Basically, we propose a 1+1 Evolutionary Input: neighbourhood size K, number of samples N , maximum number of evaluations M AX EV ALS, model rebuild interval M RI begin /* initialise the evolutionary strategy by creating a random initial layout */ best ← create initial layout(); best val ← evaluate(best); num evals ← 1; /* begin the evolutionary strategy's main iteration */ repeat /* check to see if the model P needs to be built using Algorithm 1 */ if (num evals − 1)%M RI == 0 then T ← get turbine positions(best) W ← get wake f ree ratios(best) P ← invoke algorithm1(T, W, K); end /* copy the best solution and then mutate it using Algorithm 2 */ candidate ← copy(best); T ← get turbine positions(candidate) W ← get wake f ree ratios(best) T ← invoke algorithm2(T, W, N, P ); set turbine positions(candidate, overhead.
310
The next step in the main loop of the algorithm is to mutate the copy 311 of the current best layout. This is performed using Algorithm 2 which has 312 already been described.
313
Finally, the candidate copy is evaluated and compared to the best layout.
314
If its overall expected wake free ratio is higher or the same, then the candidate 315 is retained as the new best layout. 
Other Considerations
317
Although we have presented our approach as a 1+1 ES, it is by no means 318 limited to this. It is straightforwardly possible to generalise Algorithm 3 to 319 a λ + µ ES, or even a genetic algorithm, but we leave this to future work.
320
Finally we will point out that the algorithm used in this study differs from 
Evaluation
332
In this section, we describe the scenarios and implementation-specific 333 settings used to evaluate our informed mutation operator-based ES, and then 334 compare our approach with the current state-of-the-art algorithm TDA. 
Scenarios
336
The test scenarios utilised are those used in the 2014 Wind Farm Layout problems in the evaluation set, and while they are all layouts with a rectan-339 gular boundary, they also all contain obstacles of different shapes and sizes.
340
The number of turbines that must be optimised is fixed for each scenario, and number of turbines per scenario is given in Table 1 .
343
Each scenario also has its own unique wind speed/direction profiles. The 344 wind speed data is discretised into 15
• bins, and is depicted in Figure 3 
Experimental Set-up
358
The evaluation we performed consisted of comparing TDA to our pro- ES to a constant. These fixed parameters are shown in Table 2 .
364
We note that the number of evaluations performed is fixed for all algo- 
375
In terms of the parameters that were varied, we were interested in as- 
387
One final issue in our set-up is the way that initial layouts for both algo- 
396
The difficulty with initialising layouts in a grid formation in our scenarios 397 is the presence of obstacles: if the grid is sized to optimally fit the correct 398 number of turbines, then some of the turbines will collide with obstacles, 399 and the initial layout will therefore not be able to fit the requisite number 400 of turbines. In the original paper on TDA, this was not an issue because no 401 obstacles were present.
402
We therefore propose an alternative, "obstacle-friendly" means of creating 
Results
421
The results of our evaluation are depicted in Figure 5 using box-and-
422
whisker plots. To understand the results, we have arranged the algorithm 423 result sets on each plot from left to right in the same order as they appear 424 in Table 3 . The first three box-and-whisker plots depict performances of conciseness.
431
We can make the following general observations from Figure 5 .
432
Firstly, for each scenario, the algorithm producing the overall best final Table 4 . The fact that our proposed 437 approach consistently finds the best layouts overall is encouraging.
438
An examination of the median performances that the various algorithms 
455
Ironically however, it is the cases with N = 1000 that mostly produce the longer "whiskers" for these algorithms on the plots are evidence for this.
460
It is useful to compare the results of our evolutionary strategies to TDA, of results is much narrower for TDA than it is for the ES variants.
464
We were curious as to whether TDA's lower performance was a conse- Table 5 . They show that, if any conclusion is to be drawn, it 470 is that our implementation of TDA actually slightly outperforms the version 471 used in the competition. Specifically, the median results in the plots are 472 actually slightly higher than the wake free ratios shown in Table 5 .
473
It is interesting to speculate as to the reason why TDA's performance 
Impact of Model Error on Algorithm Performance
487
In the final section of the evaluation portion of this paper, we examine the 488 quality of the predictive models that our proposed algorithms are learning.
489
In machine learning, a critical factor in model performance is the amount of be if more training data were supplied.
493
Unfortunately, data quantity may be an issue for our proposed ES ap- 
500
To explore this issue, we ran another experiment in which a single al- 
514
The second interesting aspect of Figure 6 is the ranking in terms of error.
515
A simple comparison with 
561
We would expect however that any final assessment of an algorithm's per-
562
formance when applied to a realistic wind engineering situation will depend 563 on some or all of the layouts being evaluated by whichever more advanced 564 and accurate methods are available at the time.
565
To conclude, the results presented in this paper are encouraging and 566 should be useful for researchers working in wind farm design automation.
567
Extending the algorithm to cope with a variable number of turbines (as 
